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Forward 

With five years of formal education in architecture behind me, it is with great 
excitement and anticipation that I welcome the opportunity to put all my goals and 
aspirations into an endeavor that hopefully embodies them. 

My thesis project will clarify and bring to fruition a realized buildable solution to what 
is purely huypothetical at the present time but certainly is the result of a real existing 
place and its people. The intent is to provide a link between my five years of professional 
architectural education and an environment of great personal familiarity where architec
tural services have never been previously considered. 

For a small group of agriculturally based people whose community center is a school 
house and baseball diamond, I wish to create within that place, new built forms and 
landscape that represent with greater clarity and richness the culturally healthy and 
naturally unique condition of this place and its people. 

For the first eighteen of my twenty five years I was a continuous resident amongst 
these people and most recently throughout my university career, a part timie resident and 
visitor there. My journeys have taken me over much of Canada and the United States, 
but my heart will always be amongst these people and places I know so well. I attended 
the local one room school for six years of elementary education as well as participating in 
the church, 4-H, and sports activities. It is from this background, and with recent 
experiences of living in diverse places such as Calgary, Alberta, Bozeman, Montana, and 
Cambridge, Massachusetts, that I am able to confidently say that this small rural place 
know as Orkney posesses many of the qualities and characteristics necessary in maintain
ing a unique and vital community. 

It is with great pride that I share my love of this place and its people; those I warmly 
know as neighbors and friends, that which I call home. 



Dedication 

This project is dedicated with love to my family and all those past and present and future 
residents of Orkney. 



Thesis Statement 

The quality of an architectural place is the result of an attempt to thoughtfully identify 
and articulate existing and potential characteristics of a place and its people. 

Thesis Project 

The intent of the project is to architecturally identify and articulate with greater clarity 
and richness the present and potential characteristics of an established rural community 
located in the western Canadian prairie region. The proposed architectural program 
includes an agricultural research station, indoor and outdoor social/ recreational ameni
ties, residence for a single family and guests, and the preservation of an existing one room 
school house; all to be located on an existing community center site. 



Project Synopsis 

PROJECT - To design an agricultural research facility/social-recreationai community center 
for a small group of farmers in a grain producing area of Western Canada. 

SCOPE - The research facility is initiated wholely by the needs and desires of the concerned 
farmers. 

- The basis for concern is a lack of quality data available for the local soil type. Although 
covering only 100 square miles in area, the soil is incredibly productive relative to surrounding 
areas. This is added incentive for unique and specific approaches to farming methods. 

- Due to the independent nature of the community, it is important that the facility operate so as 
to nurture that independent spirit. The programs of research will thusly be nonstructured and 
flexible to accommodate the unique and changing challenges faced by this group of farmers. 

- The research facility will include a wet lab and greenhouse, agricultural implement mainte
nance and research, grain storage, offices, and adjacency to outdoor display and demonstration 
areas. 

- The communities' unique history, geography, and culture will hopefully be articulated into the 
social-recreational programs. These programs are initiated by present use patterns in the commun
ity. Present facilities are in need of expansion as well as accommodating new and potential 
programs. 

- The program for social and recreational needs include a large assembly hall, lounge area, 
kitchen, information and display area, community offices and archives, indoor recreation, arts and 
crafts, outdoor recreation shelter, and adjacency to exterior social areas and baseball diamond. 

- Additional user groups include those from neighboring agricultural communities and visitors. 
Some visitors may be totally unfamiliar with the agricultural environment. 

- Outside support includes financial cost shared by two concerns; a genetic engineering firm and 
the government agricultural agency. Supplied by the government agency (Alberta Agriculture) is a 
full time staff person. 

- Accommodating the full time staff person is a residence for a family of four and a guest unit 
providing short term independent living quarters for up to four individuals. 

- The limited size of the program and the nature of the need for a detailed identification of local 
design determinants must force this thesis to explore specific architectural issues to a greater degree 
than merely offering suggestion. The direction must be toward a highly realizable solution, both in 
function and construction, if it is to incorporate the very pragmatic essences of the individuals 
concerned. 

FOCUS — If the project goal is to realize a successful fit to this unique place and people, it must 
become essential for design to be sensitized towards the 'Genus Loci'. The solution will be realized 
only through an attitude that carefully articulates the very special essences of this community. 
Given the strong identity associated with this place and people, the architecture must nurture this 
identity and love of place. Ultimately, the design must suggest the familiar and its recognition 
within a fabric that articulates these with the new technologies and complexities inherent in the 
present and future agricultural environment. 

METHODOLOGY — Given the lack of precedent and pattern in establishing a specific 
program for an agricultural research center, the need for unique classification and specialized use 
analysis is important. Several personal interviews with agricultural specialists and the users must 
be initiated if a feasible space program is to result. This lack of data and structure must be 
concretized to a level that speculates potential needs. 

- The sensitivity toward the place will require identification and analysis of the community. 
History, precedent in use patterns, climate, local methods and attitudes toward building, analysis 

of the existing site, attitudes ot the people, and present and potential directions of the community 
must be documented. It is fully intended that everything intrinsic to this place must be realized in 
the design. The analysis and identificaion will give answers to questions that compare relative 
merits of various possibilities. This is necessary due to the lack of concrete program structure 
inherent to the function and that a single 'community architecture' does not exist. 



Project Synopsis cont. 

- Background research will document the various aspects of contextural architectural thought 
and design. The fact that current architectural trends in the profession are incorporating richer 
contextural vocabularies in design necessitates comparing present mainstream attitudes that do 
not understand such issues. However, the fact that the rural vernacular environment functions 
quite well must be considered. 

- The synthesis of these outside and internal design influences will be articulated with the 
pragmatic requirements of program areas. 

-Communication of this process will be through the use of extensive text documentation, three 
dimensional study "idea" models as well as a finished project model. The two ensuing jury 
presentations will incorporate the above along with slides and verbal presentation. 
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Section 1; The Issue, Understanding Place and People 

The Ideal 

When the modern movement in architecture began to come under greater attack in the sixties, 
many were quick to pronounce its death and start afresh with a new revolution. The real disasters 
of urban renewal and particularly the St. Louis project Pruitt-Igoe for example, brought to 
question the "sheltering of the masses" idea. Was it perhaps that the failures were indicative of a 
lack of truly understanding the nature of modern man? More importantly who actually was this 
modern man? 

In the idealogical void that resulted, sociologists, behavior psychologists and environmental 
psychologists all began to point their fingers. The modern architect was to blame; 

Society cannot be remade through architecture and architects cannot solve 
problems of poverty, mental illness, or marital discord through design. Nor can 
they shape friendship choices, civic participation, community identity or social 
cohesion through site planning.1 

The architects began to question what was lacking in their work. In his now famous discourse on 
the problem, Robert Venturi said modern architecture was too bland. It did not confront the 
complex and contradictory nature of our built environment. "More is not less" he insisted.2 The 
rest is history, albeit an uneasy one Venturi's paper was to shake the idealogical notions of 
architecture. Suddenly, the alternatives were wide open and architectural design became to the 
architect, a more free expression; to the layman it was more eclectic. Adding to the already 
turmoiled time Venturi again gave the profession something to talk about. "Learning from Las 
Vegas" six years later, stirred many architects because it argued that roadside America with all its 
billboards, strip development, and signage was OK. 

To encapsulate the result up to the present is to focus on that word "postmoderism". It 
represents a new attitude toward our built environment. It is true that individuals like Richard 
Meir continue to illustrate to us the many lessons to be learned from astrict modernism. For the 
most part however, the influential members of the profession are all dabbling in a form of 
modernism that is a hybridization of historical allusion and contextural reference. The notion that 
the architect is someone who withdraws from the complexity of the world and limits himself to a 
few pieces is gone. We are deriving a lot of our design inspiration from the environment we are in 
the midst of. The terms contexturalism and regionalism are widely used. In the year 1985, the AIA 
recognized two highly contextural projects in their annual parade of award winners. Cesar Pelli's 
Herring Hall and Robert Stern's house at Chilmark both illustrate richness that reflect local 
traditions and ideas. If ornament and style are obvious local traditions, then perhaps construction 
and form could also reflect the spirit of an area. The Los Angeles area work of Frank Gehry, is a 
good example. Illustrated is the Loyola Law School. Here, the placement of buildings and visula 
structural articulation seems "to distill the paradoxical city it is located in,"4 as one critic puts it. We 
are also able to witness the promise of preservation and respect, as many of our finest community 
buildings are being saved and in many casers converted into wonderful, original, exciting places for 
work and leisure. In this eclectic atmosphere we are finding new and exciting sources for design. 
We have demonstrated some ability to learn from Las Vegas. 

COMPLEXITY 
AND 

CONTRADICTION 
IN ARCHITECTURE 
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The Real 

From the point of view of the profession, our lessons from Las Vegas are tangible, however few. 
To mainstream culture however, the lessons are yet to be learned. There is as always "lag time". It 
may perhaps be years before we see "contextural results." In the past, when the layman wanted a 
new building he simply needed to look in the papers, magazines, or television for ideas. With the 
profession scrambling to understand context for inspiration the ability for the layman to be 
instructed on such design issues becomes more difficult. He has no pictures, no textbooks, no 
instruction. 

The reality of today's mainstream design may be found in the still lingering notions of modern 
design. Modern architectures'goal was to solve social problems through design. Furthermore, its 
universal form-language is the logical outcome of a rational approach to design with new materials 
and techniques. Thus, we see two things. First, the universalist idea has produced structures that 
bear strong likenesses to one another city to city and even continent to continent. Secondly, 
materials and technology have given much of the construction industry a "kit of parts" mentality. 
The availability and type of building materials, and the ways that they are assembled appear to be a 
major determinant for mainstream design. What I cite as the major problem here though, even 
though these are legitimate forms of shelter, is the lack of consideration in design and construction 
of the location. Not only are architectural design sources from the locale not widely evident, but 
issues such as climate energy conscious design, solar, and site orientation and innovative construc
tion applicaition missing as well. A good example is the split level ranch home. It is the most widely 
built housing type for single detached residential design. However, the design originated in 
California in the fifties and sixties as an attempt to accommodate the "California lifestyle". In 
Calgary, Alberta for exmaple, the split level is very popular as to indicate the flexibility of the 
California lifestyle to a western Canadian way of living. However, the climates of California and 
Alberta differ greatly, and yet we could never realize this by looking at each example, they are 
identical. Our concept of the built environment suffers by the false notion that design and 
construction need not be too different from area to area. Thus we lose our sense of location and 
identity. Also lost is the individual's ability to be unique and creative. The nature of our consumer 
society is to give limited variety within the larger scope of goods that are mass produced. Our 
incentive to create personal and unique places becomes lost in the barrage of products that make 
those decisions for us. How can we begin to focus our design inspiration on our surroundings? 



New Directions; Spirit of Place, Character of People 

We may begin to find inspiration in other examples for our argument. But perhaps we need to 
know how, we can obtain design inspiration from our environment, not what we can obtain. 

Christian Norberg Schultz in his book, "Genuis Loci", says: 
The existential purpose of building (architecture) is therefore to make a site 

become a place, that is to uncover the meanings potentially present in the given 
environment. 

He goes on to reason why we need to have this identity: 
To gain an existential foothold, man has to be able to orientate himself; he has 

to know where he is. But he also has to identify himself with the environment, that 
is he has to know how he is a certain place.5 

It is clear that modern architecture forbade this notion of where man is. The steel and glass boxes 
in the canyons of a hundred cities in North America and around the world do not lend their images 
to a known particular place. They are all anonymous and bear much resemblance to each other, 
even from city to city. 

Fortunately we are able to leave these anonymous boxes behind and journey to a few, yet special 
locations, where a sense of uniqueness and this place is particularly strong. 

Two such places I have visited are Edgartown on Marthas Vineyard Massachusetts, and Santa 
Fe, New Mexico. Edgartown is a small seaport community that has preserved its character by 
strictly maintaining and adhering to traditional and historical elements of building. It is a year 
round vital community that works and although a tourist mecca, it is not a museum. Despite the 
obvious limitations of the variety of building materials (wood and clapboard siding are every
where) there is not an incredible diversity in form and massing. Most structures are simple boxes. 
What is interesting though, is the richness of detail to be found. It is here that the place becomes 
very memorable. There is a general agreement and attempt to keep a coherent set of architectural 
elements; white painted trim, six over six windows, shutters, white picket fences, signage, landscap
ing, for example. 

Charles Moore writes of Edgartown in "The Place of Houses": 
It (Edgartown) is so pleasant, so memorable, so redolent of a sense of place that 

it rewards not only continuing visits, but detailed examination.6 

The small capital city of New Mexico enjoys a pleasant climate and a spectacular setting. Santa 
Fe sits at the base of the Sangre de Cristo mountains and adjacent to the high desert of the Rio 
Grande River area. As in Edgartown the predominant building material is the fabric of everything 
built. In Santa Fe local earth is used in the making of adobe. The tan color is everywhere, but with 
it is an appreciation that results from such a simple material so easily molded by what is probably 
the efforts of local builders. The texture of the adobe is a very tactile one. Due to its nature of 
containing and framing wall openings our eyes are led to door and window frames, porches and 
signs. It is here that close-up examination reveals beautiful detailing, in ceramic tile as well as the 
woodwork. The simplicity with which everything is executed is refreshing. Materials in hand from 
the surrounding gullies and mesas are turned into a comprehensible whole, one of beauty and 
honesty. We feel that Santa Fe has a sensitivity to this place and that the local people created an 
environment that reflects their attitudes and character. 

To look at architect designed environments needs careful observation to identify those that 
celebrate and reflect their surroundings. 



Street Scenes in Santa Fe 

Edgartown on Marthas Vineyard 



In twentieth century design, probably no other architect can give a better cause for study than 
the Finnish architect Alvar Aalto. Aalto's work is complex, but in terms of its basic composition 
some ideas stand out. There is a human quality derived from free form plans which accommodate 
exception within the whole order. Traditional materials of natural wood and red brick are built 
into simple forms of the industrial vocabulary of Modern Architecture. Aalto was deeply commit
ted to the country of his nationality. Many have referred to him as a National Romanticist. 
Important to note however is that Aalto's work rarely illustrates a style of current architectural 
thought and avoids being labelled. It is unique and serving to the location and people but, it does 
not throw out local traditions. Historian Kenneth Frampton points out Aalto as being a patron to 
the Finnish timber industry.7 Illustrated are two examples of innovative lyet simple applications of 
the detail that Aalto invested in his work. The Finnish love of their wooded countryside is clearly 
shown in Aalto's ability to achieve a scale that relates the relationship of earth to forest to sky. 
Aalto's work deserves greater study to which I will limit by quoting Norberg-Schultz: "In works 
such as Villa Mairia and the town hall at Saynatsalo the Finnish Genuis Loci is strongly present."8 

For a more contemporary example, Southern California architect Frank Gehry 
provides us with a unique energetic vision of an architecture that is making a big impact on the 
landscape it is being assembled in. Gehry's work is of a distinctive nature; small scale, low budget, 
cheap stock industrial materials, and the celebrated use of different textures, patterns and order. 
The works include various residences, office interiors, and an aerospace museum, and the Loyala 
Law School. Aside from their similiarities, the response these projects make to their southern 
California environment can be compared to the loose undisciplined way of life found there. 
Certainly Gehry's work embodies those notions. Critic John Pastier wrote of Gehry's Loyala Law 
School in Architecture last May: 

. . . the Loyala Law School is such an authentic Los Angeles building. The city 
is home to virtually every style of building because people here are not afraid to act 
out their fantasies and are relatively unconcerned over what others may think. 
Beyond this Gehry has achieved a contexturalism that transcends the mere 
mimicking of adjacent physical fabric or regional building forms.9 

As much debate as Gehry's has initiated, it is quite clear that it is at home and particular to its 
region. He has instilled the unique cultural attitudes of a people, more amazingly into a somewhat 
rationalized low cost foremat. 

Aaltos' Villa Mairea 



Ceiling Structure in Aaltos Saynatsalo Town Hall 
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The Built Environment; Issues for the Project 

The type and location of this project (Western Canada, agricultural) should immediately bring 
to mind certain issues and images which would hopefully begin to offer a foundation for design. 
Although the project emcompasses many social intents and issues, the nature of its purpose is to 
serve an agricultural community. 

Historically, the manifestation of agricultural structures is in simplicity and utilitarian construc
tion. The forms are usually derived from the barest essentials, resulting in high efficiency. 
Consequently there is not a wrapping merely for looks, but an honest articulation of the structure 
itself. It is this honest simiplicity that prompted Le Corbusier to observe the Canadian Grain Silos 
in his "Towards a New Architecture".10 

This attitude of simplicity and efficiency is prevalent in all areas of the agricultural industry. For 
example, in Western Canada, wood construction is the mode for ninety percent of all inland grain 
elevators. This is in contrast to many of the concrete grain terminals found throughout the midwest 
United States. The reason is primarily availability and cost when considerting the time that the 
Canadian elevators evolved; early 1900's. As illustrated the prairie grain elevator of Western 
Canada works on a single elevator shaft that transports the grain to the highest point thd then 
simply dumps the grain allowing it to be gravity fed to various holding bins. The construction is a 
balloon frame type with horizontal clapboard siding. The essence of the building is a shell 
enclosing a volumous need; in this case, grain storage. 

This shell-like enclosure is central to many agricultural buildings. Barns enclose and protect 
goods to be stored; livestock and feed. Grainaries either of wood or galvanized steelpanel 
construction are voids when not filled with grain. 

Although the history of agricultural building types may not be extremely rich and diverse in 
terms of development, there is a strong consistency in purpose and form. Throughout history the 
simple open gable form on a square or rectangular base can be readily found. Different cultures 
have produced many unique and exciting solutions to the problem but to the North American 
culture, the forms and construction are much the same. Many barns have gambrel roofs. Storage 
quansets are either half cylindrical or an arch form. Some workshops have either flat or low slope 
roofs. The steel bins are tall or short cylinders with pointed roofs. 

Western Canadian grain elevators 



For a specific look at Western Canadian vernaculor, an excellent example may be found in 
Calgary, Alberta. The following pictures are taken at Heritage Park. This facility includes 60 
actual period structures dating 1880 up to 1914. The collection attempts to recreate an actual 
prairie settlement. 

There is a consistency of the level of articulation of ornament and style. At best it may be 
characterized as somewhat bland, especially when compared to its American counterparts which 
at the same time were much richer stylistically (Richardsonian Romanesque) and infused with 
woodwork detailing (Victorian). 

This consistent level of design however establishes a strong cohesive character. Elements such as 
double hung windows, clapboard siding, verandahs, boardwalks, false fronts, muted earth tone 
colors, gabled roofs and the presence of line, and horizontality contribute greatly and unify what is 
a typical collection of turn of the century Western Canadian architecture. 

An interesting example of agricultural forms used in a more expressionistic manner may be 
found in a 1921 work by Konstantin Melnikov. A prominent constructivist architect, Melnikov's 
"Makhorka" pavillion housed displays for a Mosquito repellant manufacturing firm. Using 
traditional shed roof forms, Melnikov created an exciting little building that allowed people to 
travel on a sophisticated circulation path that ended with a spectacular spiral stairway at the corner 
of the building.11 

An interest in this constructivist approach to architecture is able to direct us toward looking at 
the agricultural environment in a new manner. Prairie grain elevators have dazzling niches and 
spaces where beams and columns hold our interest by articulating more clearly to us the structure 
of the building. In this is a simple beauty that needs little or no ornament. 

Looking at the present environment, high tech materials are most common. This is especially 
obvious in the equipment that has transformed what was a lot of heavy muscle work. Today, 
steamlined combines, tractors, and trucks roll across the grain lands in air conditioned, computer
ized comfort. The machinery is highly specialized and sophisticated. To look up close is to examine 
a fascinating array of spaces; chutes, belts, pulley, dense engine blocks, massive voids for grain 
movement and storage. Again our fascination with such objects is their complexity and yet simple 
purpose. Surely there is design inspiration to be found from such exciting utilitarian devices. 

Three other current examples that I wish to include as sources for design include an office in 
Winnipeg, Manitoba, a greenhouse in Connecticut and the temporary facilities of the *84 Los 
Angeles Olympics. 

The office of IKOY Architects appears to be high tech, and thus, expensive. At $35 per square 
foot however, the result is an exercise in economy of means with ordinary industrial objects from 
the catalogue. Also expedient was the construction time, 90 days. Not illustrated is the color of the 
many parts that are articulated with clever but simple ingenuity. 

The New Canaan Nature Center by Buchanan/Watson architects combines a number of 
passive and active solar design strategies to provide a setting for large groups of visitors to study 
plant life and to educate them about the buildings energy-conscious design. The design is derived 
from local barn structures. The use of steel and glass is prominent but not too heavy handed 
against the plants and human scale. 

In 1984 the Jerde Partnership along with Sussman/Prejza and Co. created a series of high 
spirited 'venue places' for the summer Olympics. In a riot of color and simple low cost materials the 
scattered sites became unified and incredibly festive. Working with construction scaffolding, 
sonotubes, and colored fabric the designers orchestrated a celebration of temporary place; The 
Olympic games, as well as the permanent place; Los Angeles and its quirky colorful culture. 

The other issue central to my project is the location; Western Canada. For outsiders it seems 
very ordinary for North America. Not too many differences appear on the outset between this 
region and other similiar prairie regions. In the nature of the physical landscape, however the 
extreme regional severity of the climate must be considered. Otherwise we cannot see too many 
differences. 

A personal observation after travelling over much of North America however is that the people 
and their attitudes are markedly different. Canada is a land of people from somewhere else. It does 
not share the melting pot patriotic enthusiasm of the United States. Canada rather, has an "ethnic 
mosaic". Canadians are first descended from another country; secondly they are Canadians. This 
has produced a generally conservative and humble people. In the west, this has resulted in a hard 
working thrifty economically-aware group of agriculturally based people. Always cautious about 
today, and living for a hopeful tomorrow, are the characteristics of most Western Canadians. 
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Cutaway of grain elevator 
Melnikovs' 'Makhorka Pavillion' 

Deisel Engine on 4 wheel drive tractor 



IKOY offices —interior exterior 

East elevation 

New Canaan Greenhouse 

1984 Olympic Venue Site 



A reality found in the United States, but even more pronounced in Canada, is the attitude split 
between the wealthy east and the "deprived" west. Western Canadians are particularly critical of 
the east and yet in a situation that can best be described as trying not to bite the hands that feed, 
westerners are painfully aware that the east is where much of the country's economy is focused. 
There are other attitudes which are not filled with these mixed emotions, but rather result in 
acceptance. History, culture, and yes even architecture can be included here. It is an area that is far 
too culturally apathetic, this probably is due to agrarian economically efficient modes of thinking. 
A bare essential approach to living often excludes the niceties of life. Included in this, obviously, is 
the arts. All too often viewed as luxury and superfluous to the area, art and its various forms, 
architecture included, tend to be disregarded. 

The result is not only a lack of art appreciation but a loss in a potential cultural identity. This 
identity could begin to instill regionalism in many ways, however this is not always the case. 

Illustrated for example is Calgary, Alberta. It takes more pride in being likened to New York 
and its skyline that what the city could derive from its location. 

"There isn't a prairie architect as such." 
Cliff Weins, Regina architect. 

The Canadian architectural profession until very recently has taken a somewhat indifferent 
attitude towards its role in articulating a Canadian regionalism. There are a few young progressive 
architects enjoying the play with post modernism that takes cues from their American counter
parts. However as a group bent on solving regional issues there is little evidence. Perhaps the 
following quote may give some hint for the reasons; 

"The Canadian psyche deplores conspicuous or extravagent show. It is not 
widely original, radical or experimental. It is modest, and it is apt."12 

Many Canadian architects view with disdain the architectural fads of many countries, especially 
the U.S. 

A recent flourish of architectural interest in Canada was the Missausanga City Hall Competi-
tionj ©pen to only Canadian Architects. The competition attracted entries from every major firm 
in the country. It was a good accurate gauge of the design attitudes prevalent in the country. 

As we wait to see results from such new work, there are however some good things that have 
been said by Canadian architects: 

Our habitat is most Canadian where the best solutions have been borrowed and 
adapted to the unique Canadian circumstances. 

The general truth that archetypal images we so imaginitively fuse are dreamed 
up elsewhere is applicable to most regions of Canada, with one exception, the 
prairies. 

Flat horizons prompt an architecture of powerful silouettes. 
The textural edge of the terrian against the prairie sky is something that requires 

poetic sensibilities ... such sensibilities don't appear to be central concerns with 
most clients or their architects. 

The prairie climate is unforgiving. Every little mistake in design shows up. 
Technological advances have been so rapid and the population continues to be 

so mobile that we are rapidly becoming insensitive to regionalism in a climatic 
sense, or in terms of scale.13 

It is with these statements and the realization that: 
(1) there is generally a void of regionalistic concerns in the western Canadian architectural 

profession and that this void is particularly acute to the mainstream culture; and 2) that there are 
many realistic sources of design inspiration to be gained through careful identification and 
observation of the agricultural environment; that I now feel more able to discuss the concerns of 
my project and its particular location. 



Calgary, Alberta 

Grain Elevator Silouettes 



Section II; The Location; Where is Orkney? 

The dedication of the Orkney Presbyterian Church 
November 8, 19 53 



The Ideal; A Scenerio and Some Possibilities 

The group of farmers who live in that area known as Orkney have for the past five years been 
gathering data on grain farming practices and the results for the intent of being able to compile 
them into a meaningful form. There is about thirty in number, each having an interest into the 
possibility of building a structure to house and compile all this data. At present, the records are 
scattered in various private individuals' hands. 

At the meeting one cold November night in the school it is decided that a program needs to be 
drawn up for this potential project: 

"And a residence too?" Elmer Currie questions. He obviously feels this is too far, too much 
expense. But then he is only echoeing everyones sentiments. 

After illustrating on the blackboard, Les Bell turns and asks if there are any questions. 
"Good grief!" retorts Ken Ferguson. "You've got a helluva place set up there. I mean we are 

suddenly faced with a big place and I don't know if we can begin to support it." 
"Remember though this is just to get the ball rolling. If we're behind the principle of the thing 

perhaps the deal will come through." 
"Mike Borwick has just hinted at this rumoured and seemingly impossible deal. A major 

investment firm in agricultural research from Calgary has shown interest. Also interest is Alberta 
Agriculture, mostly though to fund just a portion (30%) of the facility cost, and to provide one staff 
member. 

After closing, the all too familiar odors of coffee and cigarette smoke fill the air. The conversa
tion is slow and filled with voiced conclusions of "time will tell". They have all agreed to help 
finance 40% of total project cost. That total runs just over just half a million. It is a lot, but they are 
convinced that the need to be an agreeing united body. The past few years have been scary; too 
much uncertainty in agriculture. There is more excitement than ever in research and technology 
but that has always passed this area. Olds, Brooks, Lacombe supply much of the province with 
information, but it simply never applies to these heavy clay soils. This is a prosperous region as they 
all know, but it is highly conservative. Orkney is so conservative some old-timers wonder how it 
ever got to where it did. There are however, families who took their farming serious and made it a 
creative business. They have done well, actually very well, and for them this research station is not 
simply a way to maintain a solvent business but hopefully to put Orkney on the map. Pride in the 
community is something all of them have, but for some in their traditional European-in-Canada 
attitudes, pride is never publicly displayed much less built. 

It is January 15 and the community is anxious for the news. Tonight, McGhees, Bells, Mike 
Borwick, and the Muellers will return from Calgary hopefully to announce that their presentation 
to Agri-Tech and Alberta Agriculture was successful. Most people are actually positive. It is not 
that they want to change the community, or their lives with some big 'set-up,' but simply to add 
something challenging to their livelyhood. The thought of farmers playing with data, soil samples, 
new strains of grain, computers, and new equipment is exciting for most. It's not like individuals 
are taking a big risk, the whole area is risking together. This fact soothes everyones' conscience. 
Most are familiar with the cooperative movement and feel comfortable with it. Orkney Coopera
tive Research, Inc. That makes it official. 

The school is packed. It's a typical mild chinooky day in February. The talk is fast and excited, 
everyone now has a stake in an incredible future for the community. The Cooperatives bank 
account is gradually filling itself with donations and loans, and in turn, plans are being put forth to 
use it. 



The program was presented to the board about two weeks ago. It is serious, but modest. The 
recommendation is that given the nature of the site, the wide open areas adjacent and south of the 
school, the research complex be not too volumous, so as to allow ease of circulation around what 
should be a series of structures, rather than one big blocky structure. Also that the outdoor display 
areas should be located near the main buildings so as to share such spaces on occasions like the 
Annual Sports Day. Agri-Tech suggests the increase of water supply on the site. 

Blaine Ferguson offers to enlarge their dugouts adjacent to their farm. "Certainly that 11 give 'em 
enough water." 

"They'd be great if maybe one big dam were made" adds Clarence Currie. "Why I could even 
stock them with fish." 

"Ya know, maybe we would consider some recreational and social things. I mean we now 
probably have the means to do some landscaping, tree planting and general fixing up. Ever since 
we got rid of the trees by the road the place has been kinda stark." replies Marcus Moar. 
Jean McGhee begins to discuss the need for social amenitites. "I strongly feel if we're beginning to 

shape up the place into a real community center, we should first look at this. The Program talks a 
lot about all these meetings and show days. I know a meeting room is suggested, but what about 
social functions like dances and suppers? We need a lot more room just in the hall alone, but new 
bathrooms, entry, kitchen, storage, and offices could easily be justified too." 

There is a murmur in the crowd that indicates support for her. John Watt bolts up. 
"Ya know we need a good office for the historical society and IVe always though it would be 

great if there was space to set stuff up for display. Kinda like our own archives." 
It comes to general agreement that this project is necessary, but the ever present Orkney 

conservatism and humility presides over the excitement. For many, the fear that their humble 
community image is bowing to a "real lavish professional big time place" is too much. However the 
images of this community celebrating life together for the past seventy years is incentive to create 
something that allows them to continue that. 

The people are poised for the future. Will this project enrich this place and these people, or will it 
come to represent something that no one in Orkney can relate to? "Time will tell." 



The Real; The Physical Nature of Orkney and The Site 

The Western Canadian Prairie descends from the ramparts of the rockies and their foothills in 
the extreme western edge of Alberta to the lowlands surrounding the great lakes and the Hudson 
Bay on the eastern edges of Manitoba. In between is a terrain that can be characterized by the term 
'billiard table flatness'. This typifies Saskatchewan especially and most regions of Alberta. The 
midcentral regions of Alberta are exceptions however, with long undulating hills and coulees that 
afford long picturesque vistas of the mountains in the west to the Handhills in the east. It is the Red 
Deer River however that marks the prairie simply ending and then to drop down shear edges. The 
valley below is a series of sculptured mounds of clay and sandstone, known as badlands. This area 
is the object of dinosaur bone hunters from the world over. The city of Drumheller, population 
8000, is a summer tourist spot for thousands, and is home to the recently completed $30 million 
Tyrrell Museum of Paleontology. A picturesque scenic drive known as the Dinosaur Trail skirts 
the valley floor and rises to the prairie surface to be surrounded by what many consider to be one of 
the continents' most productive grain producing areas. 

The nature of the agricultural success is certainly not from climate, but from the soil. It is a 
unique dark grey soil that has a heavy clay mixture that allows the soil to retain moisture for long 
dry summers. 

The area known as the Orkney community is in the midst of this heavy soil region and also is part 
of the Dinosaur Trail route. On the eastern edge of the community, the prairie drops 400 feet to the 
river valley below. Many scenic viewpoints result. The uniqueness of the Orkney communities' 
topography however, comes not only from the eastern Red Deer River edge, but from similiar 
canyons and coulees on the south and the west, created by Three Hills and Ghost Pine creeks. The 
created land mass is a peninsula, though never really spoken of, it is the reason for the 
communities' unique character. Adding further distinction is the Sarcee Butte; a ridge running east 
and west, rising 200 feet above the undulating prairies below it. The effect of the butte adds to the 
isolation qualities the community enjoys. 

The varied terrain has contributed greatly to the wealth of scenery that Orkneyites enjoy. The 
creek valley to the south is beautiful with large stands of coniferous trees and groves of poplar. The 
banks of the river have been favorite picnic and swimming spots. Many coulees that cut through 
the community are havens for wildlife. These have all added to the serenity and isolated lifestyle. 
Drainage has never been a problem with the exception of a few sloughs. For the most part, the land 
is excellent for grain growing and tillage. The soil is previously mentioned is a heavy clay type, that 
locally is fondly referred to as 'gumbo'. When wet, the soil tracks heavily, leaving large clumps. 
When dry the surface dries rock hard, something that makes farming practices unique and 
formidible. 

Red Deer River Viewpoint 



Before the tillage of the first acres of land around 1900, the community was an undulating sea of 
prairie sod that was covered with clumps of grass that deformed the soil into a series of wagon 
'axle-damaging' bumps. Those were called "Turtle Backs". Other than these, there was not a tree in 
sight. Today trees distinguish farm sites, all being naturally planted of course. Some planted trees, 
especially ornamental and coniferous do not grow well. Poplars, low bush and especially the dense 
hedge Caragana fare much better. Due to the soil and harsh climate, the efforts of yard 
beautification are extremely difficult. Vegetable gardens do fairly well depending on moisture 
conditions, but big green lush lawns with lavish floral displays are deemed meager successes at best. 

The Canadian Prairies are infamous for the extremes of climate. Summer days of 90° heat and 
winter lows of -40° are common. These along with other variables have probably had the biggest 
impact on lifestyle here. Humidity is typically extremely low (20-40%) 

Precipitation despite the ability of moisture retention of the soil is always a concern. Snow is 
typically not a major supplier to ground water supplies, therefore putting emphasis on rainfall 
between April and August and later in the year before freeze up. In definition, the area is semi-arid 
desert averaging only 7-12 inches of precipitation per year. June can be the typical heavy moisture 
month, however, no rain in June of this year, *85 contributted to the severe drought. 

Another concern is wind. Most any month particularly April, wind can blow strong and steady. 
Breezes of 10-25 mph, make the necessity for windbreaks around farm buildings important. In 
winter however, the need for good windbreaks and clear elevated roadways, is imperative. The 
dreaded prairie blizzards of early and mid winter can make existence difficult. The effect of wind 
velocity and drybulb temperature particularly when the former is high and the latter is low can 
virtually stop all movement. Wind chill factors as they are known can plummet to -100° F. 

The atmospheric conditions are generally clear, resulting in 300 days a year on average of 
sunshine. Due to the northerly location sun angles are magnified at the yearly extremes. June 21 
does not see the sun set until 10 p.m., resulting in long working days. 

December 21 however, is an extremely short day, with sunset occuring around 4:30 p.m. As 
_ might also be expected the northerly location is typified by temperature extremes. Not only is the 

wide difference in seasons apparent but daily variables even in summer can be extreme. The 
bioclimatic analysis and timetable of climatic needs clearly illustrate the nature of this generally 
cool climate. This helps to understand the reasons behind sound energy efficient construction. 
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The Site 

a) Natural Conditions 

In 1912 a site was chosen for the local community school. It was located in as near a central 
geographical location as possible. As in most communities, the school building was on a site big 
enough to accommodate social and recreational needs not only for the school, but for the 
community as well. At the Orkney site, 5.6 acres was marked off the intersection of road 
allowances. The east west road allowance developed into the major road for the community. The 
school building was constructed near the road for ease of access. At this point there is a rise that 
marks a relative high point to the gently sloping lands around. On the site itself, this high point runs 
from the northeast corner down to the southwest corner, dropping about eight feet. At the 

northwest corner a manmade cut into the hill levelled off a large area that has been used as a hockey 
rink and more recently a playground. At this northwest corner stood until 1971, a wind break 
enclosure of dense caragana and poplar trees. In 1971 road construction removed these trees as 
well as raising the east-west road bed 7 feet. On the west side of the north south-road is a flat terrain 
that is punctuated by three man made dugouts (water reservoirs). Further west in the farm site of 
Ken Ferguson. 

Taken as a whole (east and west sides of north south road) the consolidation of the site becomes 
visually and physically difficult. The north-south road rises 4-5 feet above both areas with deep 
narrow ditches on either side. This is a negative factor which must be dealt with if both sides are to 
be articulated into a single plot. 

Soil and vegetation on the site are typical of the community. The dark grey heavy clay gumbo is 
the main type. It must be noted that the east-west road has a low grade pavement surfacing. Gravel 
surfacing is found in the east yard of the school, as well as on the north-south road. The vegetative 
covering is composed of natural grasses such as brome, crested wheat and alfalfa. 

Climate, (precipitation, temperature, and wind) remain constant with the rest of the community. 

View on site looking west 
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b) Sense 

The physical properties of the site have given a loosely defined division of character to four 
areas. They can be perceived thusly; the high ground that the school site on, the north west corner 
playground, the ball diamond, and the dugouts on the west side. 

The school is of relatively positive character. This is based on the evaluation of its success as a 
place that is well used and understood. Parking has always been on the east side of the building 
with entry from the north. The qualities of views to this area have given it a special prominence in 
the community and expecially the way the building forms a blocky volumous silouette, made all the 
more memorable by the roof profile, dark red shingles and the white gridded window mullions 
against the dirty white glass-impregnated stucco. 

The playground area was perhaps the nicest area on the site before the trees were removed. 
Today the loss of foliage and wind break has made for a barren, uninviting place. Intended 
primarily as an area for children, the playground equipment helps to define a place for recreation. 
Horseshoe pitches and a firepit are also located here. Tree planting has been recently attempted but 
resulted in failure. Clearly more softening is needed; successful foliage planting is thus required. 

The ball diamond is the focus of all recreational activities. The small grey 16 x 12 concession 
booth provides an anchor for the north and east wings of protective wire mesh screening. 
Amenities include a shelter over the east side of the concession, benches the length of the screen, 
and a recently built (1982) metal pipe seating stand directly behind home plate. Parking flanks the 
west and south sides of the ball diamond enclosure. The use of this facility is easily perceived and 
functions very well. An added plus is the upsloping ground toward the north east which provides a 
natural amphitheatre effect for those who watch from the viewing areas. The west side of the site is 
used for water storage purposes, as well as agricultural tillage for the farm of Ken Ferguson. The 
reservoirs lend themselves only to hockey and skating in the winter months. The rest of the year the 
site remains bare and unused. The relationship to the east side however is only proximity, and does 
not feel any additional functions from the other side. 

In conclusion the very fact that the site can be divided into four areas in indicative of a lack of 
unity and continuity. At present the greatest feature which may link the entire site together in any 
way is a view of the creek areas to the southwest. It's a memorable backdrop to all parts of the site. 
It is in such views to the surrounding prairie that the entire site may find inspiration for linkage into 
one place. 

School looking North-East Concession Booth 
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c) Functional Use 

Although the site is the focus of the communities' recreational activities, it has always held 
notions of institutional qualities as well. The school of course functioned as an elementary 
education facility for sixty-two years. Since the closing of the educational facility in 1975 the 
building continues to operate as a center for socializing, recreation, and occasionally a workplace 
and meeting hall. The use of the building by non-community groups constitutes a fee that goes 
toward community social and recreational functions. Further funds are generated from vehicle 
entry onto the site on the annual Sports Day. When baseball games are held, the concession booth 
provides a small income for the Ladies Auxiliary. 

Parking is never designated, and yet always functions quite well. Parking on the site either 
occurs at the school; on the east side of the building, or at the ball diamond; flanking the screens 
around the perimeter of the ball field. 

The use of the site also sees a flow of changing activities throughout the day. Outdoor spaces 
tend to be used with available sunlight with perhaps a bonfire at the playground occuring just after 
sunset. Functions in the school include formal and informal gatherings day or night, but usually 
seeing major performances, dances and meetings occurring only at night. 

Utilities on the sight are not of high visual nature. Electricity and telephone lines are rarely 
noticed and make no physical changes to the site. Those that are more visible include a 10 x 10 x 5 
concrete black incinerator near the school and a recently constructed (1984) 7 x 10 outhouse 
located adjacent to the playground. 

d) Access/Control 

M 
Alberta Highway 837 is the official title of the east west road that comes within 60 feet north or the 
school. This is the major road in the community and the traffic volume indicates this. For most of 
the year the traffic entering the site is from this north side at the school. This is obviously due to the 
fact that the ball diamond is snow covered, thus requiring no need of access. 

Parking at this time congregates around the building. 
During the warmer "baseball season", traffic enters mostly from the north south road at a point 

130 feet north of the booth. It is here that traffic can go either to the school or the ball diamond, but 
most traffic by far goes to the ball diamond. This is a crucial entry point in that the ditches are too 
formindable to traverse; all traffic must enter here. This becomes the ticket taking spot on the 
Sports Day. From here, parking spots are found at random points that ring the ball diamond. 
Access to the western side of the site is at a poorly identified and maintained approach. This as may 
be surmized is rarely used. 

Pedestrian traffic crossing the site occurs only on certain outdoor occasions; namely the Sports 
Day, and evening softball games throughout the summer. Movement focusses to the concession 
booth, fanning out to the viewing stand at the ball diamond, straight north to the playground and 
angling off north east to the school. As mentioned, the end terminus identifies an activity node. It 
may be seen when comparing vehicular and pedestrian traffic that the two frequently cross each 
other. Although this has not caused any problem in the past, it may be an issue that could be more 
effectively dealt with in the future. Perhaps ground textures and patterns need to be more strongly 
articulated. At present the resulting haziness and weak path result in random but careful 
movement. 
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Learning from Orkney; Character of People 

The community of Orkney derives its name from the homeland of the majority of homesteaders. 
These people heralded from the Orkney Islands of Scotland. They brought with them a heady mix 
of rugged Scottish individualism, romanticism, and tenacity. There were others; European, 
American and Canadians as well that helped to give a certain character to this ethnic 
smorgas board. 

There were many external physical influences that shaped the character of these people. The 
severe climate took a great deal to adjust to. Many simply weren't prepared. The unique heavy 
gumbo soil presented a different problem; travel and farming methods had to be altered. Another 
oft times discouraging fact was the lack of water. It was necessary to dig wells 180 to 300 feet deep 
to get what at times was a bitter soda mixture. Good potable water was hard to find. 

The greatest single influence however, was and stil is, the geography. The fact that the east, 
south, and western edges are cliffs that drop 400 feet to canyons below has instilled a sense of 
isolation in the community. These are simply great formidable barriers that have slowed incoming 
and outgoing travel. Especially during the early years before any good roads were constructed 
(1908-1925) travel at certain times of the year was virtually impossible. Added to this was the fact 
that the major population centers were 25 miles away. A trip to town was a major event that took 
some planning. Ultimately the community adapted to these circumstances and developed its own 
networks of communication, aid, provision and assistance. Thus the community evolved into its 
own entity; functioning independent of many of the surrounding communities. The communities' 
own local church, school, power, telephone and gas co-op were born out of the reasons to 
effectively meet the needs of the people. Beyond these primary needs, a social fabric began to knit 
the people together. Informal gatherings in local homes fulfilled all the social needs until a school 
was built in 1912. By the early twenties the community felt a need to begin an annual outdoor 
sports event. The "Sports Day" was initiated in 1922 and still continues to this day. At this time 
(earlv '20s) the school property was deemed most appropriate for holding sports and recreation 
functions. A bdseball diamond, hockey rink, playground, tennis court and playing field and various 
other informal sports have used the property extensively over the years. Community pride was 
intensified when local teams began to challenge other community teams. Over the years the 
community gained respect as a major contender in almost any sport. 

Being in the center of the heavy gumbo soil, Orkney farmers gained respect as being successful 
conquerors of a difficult problem. Due to the moisture retention nature of the soil, many years saw 
bumper crops; an almost excessive yield. Surrounding areas looked on in envy as their lighter soils 
could not support such fantastic growth. The Orkney district has generally been more prosperous 
in this area. This became especially apparent during the Great Depression and "dirty thirties". 
Despite the fact that no one had any amount of money, all families in the district prospered and most 
importantly were able to feed and support themselves and each other. This was significant 
considering the great losses of the surrounding areas. Another time of trial followed the thirties; the 
Second World War. The community sent many men for the fight and great support was initiated 
by everyone. The '50s, '60s, and '70's have seen increased wealth and prosperity for most local 
people. Technology in local achievements during this time saw excellence in a wide diveresity of 
areas; grain yield and quality, livestock production in sheep, pig, and beef cattle. There has also 
been a keen interest in new equipment and farming trends. 



The community has not only contributed to agriculture, but many local men and women have 
gone on to excel in many other fields. The local one room school was able to provide for 62 years, a 
very good basic education. As one can assume there were no great sports facilities (gymnasia of 
pool). It had a limited library, basic, even rudimentary science equipment and commonplace 
teaching aids. With much of what equipment was needed, a "making do" or ad hoc policy was 
necessary. This, as was to be proved over and over was not detrimental to the process but actually 
aided in creative adjustment. 

This ad hoc quality characterizes not only school equipment, but much of the reality of life in 
Orkney. A temporary adjustment and sometimes even permanent fixture will result from the 
convenience and availability of an object. In Orkney this is even more pronounced due to lack of 
access and proximity to such need retail outlets. 

After almost eighty years of existence however, the Orkney people are best characterized by a 
conservative, cautious point of view. Despite acheivements they are humble, harboring of an 
almost dormant pride and especially absent of arrogance. They will stand up for their rights but are 
more selfless and particularly giving to neighbors. This is a community that eagerly sticks together 
in hard times and has an incredible capacity to share and support one another. Said one outsider; 

Indeed a community spirit prevailed which brought aid to any individual in need, as well as* 
wholehearted support for local sports, social and school projects. 14 

As we are now presently just over halfway through the eighties however, the spiritual condition 
of Orkneys' people has been some what dampened. Five families have vacated the district as well as 
many young people (myself included) having left in search of careers elsewhere. Of even more 
immediacy is the uncertain agricultural economic situation. Unstable grain prices, diminishing 
livestock markets and rising production costs have all contributed to a somewhat negative 
outlook. Adding to this is the disastrous results of the recent dry years. Fortunately the heavy 
gumbo soil has sustained a crop, although yields have been poor. 

There are signs of hope, though. Many young men have returned to the farm in the last 2 years 
bringing excitement over new young families and renewed population growth. Agricultural 
technology is tending to allow the producer more control of his operation, through labor saving 
equipment and time saving processes. Computers, both in the form of typical visual display 
terminals as well as being integral components on the field machinery are now commonplace. 
Perhaps to initiate this humble community into the new technology and knowledge thus needed is 
to use its resources of giving and cooperation in a facility that could be of common use to all 
community people. Another positive sign is the desire to expand present social facilities. Despite 
the present situation, the community feels a need to expand the square footage of the school, thus 
to accommodate more functions. Visionary insight then could provide an agricultural facility. A 
single entity which brings agricultural research and ideas together with social/recreational func
tions. Because it would be primarily for the use of the community people, the facility would best 
reflect what qualities the people stand for; humility, sharing, cooperation, and yet due to the 
culturally unique position of the community it should make a statement that is in itself unique and 
not totally comprehensive to other communities and nearby regions. 

1927 bumper crop 
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Easter Sunday, all dressed in a new 
organdy dress that she had sewn for me, 
I tried to be prim and proper. After 
Sunday School class, Doug Cole started 
to tease me. He ended up under the 
muddy car while I patrolled with a big 
stick. So much for my new dress and 
the lessons in christian charity. Mother 
was not pleased. 
Actually my childhood was a glorious 

time and Orkney was the center of the 
world. Memories of family games, school 
picnics, music lessons, singing while 
we did the dishes, listening to Dad 
sing and recite while we churned butter, 
going to school in the cutter, hunting 
magpie eggs, picking out the constell
ations at chore time on bright winter 
evenings — all come tumbling over me 
whenever I try to write this. 
Christmas was always exciting. The 

season started, for me, right after Hall
oween. Friday afternoons were rehears
al time, evenings were spent pouring 
over the Eaton's catalogue and all the 
time singing carols. By the time the 
school concert arrived I'd be so excited 
I'd be ill. But then came the holidays. 
The days, no matter how cold, never 
seemed long enough. So many hills to 
ski, forts to build and always the ice 
needed to be cleaned before we could 
skate.. 
Having my own horse when I was five was 

a momentous occasion. Sally was a beaut
iful sway-back I rode till I must have 
even smelled like her. Finally - I 
could go anywhere Verna and Calvin did-
so I went to school. Dan Porter and 
Elmer Currie, bless them, gave me a 
dictionary, I was dismayed to find no 
pictures. How the class roared! 
However, that experience didn't dull 

my eagerness for school and books. 
School was a very rewarding time for me. 
Mr. Trimble, Mr. Coffin, Mr. Hansen, 
Mr. Dyer and Miss Kane all held keys to 
secrets I wanted. I have only good 
memories of great teachers at Orkney. 
My only problems seemed to have been 
making sure I kept up with Florence 
Currie and ahead of sister Lois in spel
ling and rapid calculation. 

Excerpt from Orkney Book 

Four neighbors combining together. 

Class 1969 - 1970 



Spirit of Place; The Built Environment 

Orkneys' built environment has no urban or industrial/commercial building types to use for 
study. With the exception of the school and church, the built environment is solely comprised of 
the tree silouetted, random scattering of farmsteads over the landscape. In the Orkney district this 
random location is further accentuated by the coulees and canyons that cut up the gentle, rolling 
landscape. In some cases, the physical barriers between farmsites necessitate great inconveniences 
of travelled distance around these barriers. The farmsites despite their randomness are held 
together through the fabric of the grid which overlays everything, including the topography. Tilled 
fields are at perfect right angles to each other. The most physical form resultant of the grid are the 
roads. These are barriers in themselves, having raised roadbeds of three to five feet above the 
prairie and with three to five feet deep drainage ditches on either side. Farmsites are always 
oriented to best take access from the roads. There are some common criteria found in most 
farmsites; (Refer to drawings). (A, B, C, D) 

—An 'L' shaped shelter belt of dense Caragana and Poplar trees form a protected area from 
the North-West winds. In the protected area is found a rectilinear collection of separate buildings. 

—Access is always off the main road into the farmyard from either the east or the west. 
—The farm is clearly zoned; Residence and gardens, grain production storage, equipment 

storage, livestock, machine shop. 
—The barn is the largest landmark. It enfronts the central farmyard space. 
—Many areas are planned for ease of alteration/and or addition. There is a somewhat 

temporary quality here. 
—Each zone is typified by scale and materials, e.g. barn is vertical wood siding. Grain bins 

are corrugated galvanized steel panels. Homes are stucco or horizontal aluminum siding. 
—Vacated farmsites are distinguished by lack of shelterbelt and or maintained shelterbelt. 

Any occupied farmsites have well-maintained shelterbelts. 
—Most farmsites (not all) have tall (50-100 foot) windmill towers that are the dominant 

vertical landmark. 
—Manmade water reservoirs are not far from farmsites, although rarely directly adjacent. 
—Most barns have gambrel roofs. Two noteable local exceptions have great curved peak 

roofs. 
—Many of the homes in area are the result of two or more buildings brought together. This 

assymmetrical massing is a strong form determinant. There are no homes in the district that have 
formal symmetrical qualities. 

—Most of the older homes, pre 1930, have porches that attach themselves to the entry side 
of the home. Some are screened for insect protection, but many are open. 

—Early homes were built on low concrete foundations as compared to later and recent 
homes which are on raised four foot foundations. 

—There is somewhat of an adhoc quality to the planning and construction of some 
buildings. Gates, Doorways, and chutes for example are handmade; no store bought hardware 
here. 

—Vehicle circulation although clearly understood is not always easily perceptible. Where 
the grass grows is usually indicative of a non-traffic path, or area. 

—The pedestrian usage of the farmsite follows various paths. Often curved or diagonal, the 
path rarely conforms to the rectilinear layout. 

—Newer structures on the farm are usually pre-fabricated. An industrial 'kit of parts' 
structure is the most popular type due to availability, construction time and cost. This includes 
most farm structures, even the residence. 

Sod Shack 1906 



—Newer residences are usually a catalogue-ordered variation of the 'L' plan. These 
residences have no connection with potential rural settings. Many look as if they were transported 
out of the city suburbs, with lawn, manicured hedge, and driveway. 

Other examples from the farm environment include certain pieces and objects that are unique 
unto themselves. Pictured are a few random examples; 

—Harvesting equipment is typified by a center mounted glass cab that is in front of the 
engine and drive train. In this example; a John Deere self-propelled swather. The most prominent 
element is the cylindrical swath bar mounted on the front. As with most equipment, there is visual 
excitement with the moving parts; belts, pulleys, hydraulic rams, rotating swath bar and canvas. 
There isn't anything that is superfluous to the operation of the machine. The visible appearance is 
of a bare bone entity that functions as we would assume. 

Grain storage bins come in various shapes and sizes. These two hopper bottom bins are stark 
white cylinders as opposed to the corrugated galvanized steel bins (no hopper bottoms) that they sit 
next to. Their purity of form and structural articulation of base support legs is what makes them so 
distinguishable on the landscape. 

Two side supporting wood members at 45 degrees on an unfinished log provide lateral 
stability. Symbolically one thinks of a tree and its branches. The detailing here is clean and honest, 
as there are no plates or bolts used. 

The protective railing on the rear upper deck of a combine provides a balcony-like enclosure 
with steel pipe that is bolted and welded to the adjacent steel panels. The top horizontal welded 
pipe is attached to the vertical pipe by a bent steel clamp that is welded on top of the vertical pipe. 

The simplicity of a homemade ladder is found in many wooden bins. In many instances the 
horizontal steps are merely nailed onto the 2x4 vertical support studs. The result is an economical 
solution that used existing conditions. 

This random selection is by no means exhaustive, but begins to connect particular elements that 
I find valid to use for design content. The early wood grain bins were handmade solutions to the 
problem of storing grain. The problem that had to be overcome was the lateral forces exerted by 
the grain on the walls of these simple rectangular 2x4 stud framed structures. The result is a 
webbing of steel rods that are held end to end by a heavy wood member on the exterior that braces 
the bolted rods with a large steel (3" diameter) washer. Many of these sixty to seventy year old 
grainaries are still in use. 

Local Residences 
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4) Programming 

The bulk of statistical data has been presented earlier in this text under the project synopsis. The 
following briefly discusses where and how these figures were arrived at. 

—To begin, a facility in the Orkney district must be prepared to handle a steady use of 
approximately 70-90 residents at the present and 120-140 residents in the future. Particular 
functions include typical social-recreational programs, now currently held in the school; 20-150 
people for dances/receptions, 20-100 people for meetings. On the annual Sports Day in August 
which functions mostly outdoors, 200-1000 people may be expected. This rough outline, along 
with a non-written proposal and desire for some of agricultural data collection center was drawn 
up into an intuitive square footage format. 

—As previously stated, precedents and case studies were unable to be readily found. My 
first interview (See Appendix A) was with Allan Taylor, a professor with the Agriculture faculty at 
MSU. The immediate reaction can be summed up by a "hands-in-the-air" gesture. Mr. Taylor 
quickly confirmed the fact that any research facility once built relies on the flexibility of its spaces 
to allow for success. The key then, is to design large flexible spaces around a potential program. 

—Most research facilities are part of interdependent networks with a large volumous 
program that includes large buildings for the storage of all equipment and field implements. This 
obviously results in a huge amount of additional square footage. In addition is the need for 
adjacency to large tracts of land needed for the field test plots. 

—In this facility, the above two conditions are nonexistant. The machinery to be used is 
stored on individual farmer participants' farms. The machinery is actually owned by the farmers 
but is shared as a cost-effective measure. Each research participant (a share holder in the 
cooperative) also provides a plot of land for experiments. On the average, each farmer may supply 
50 acres at various points of his land so as to give more diverse, and hence more realistic 
information. The result is truly a community owned and operated entity. 

—The built facility then, becomes a central resource center for maintenance, testing, and 
data storage. An adjacent 10 acres will be purchased for spectator demonstration of equipment, 
but may not necessarily include research test plots. 

—With this intent established, I formulated the square footages into a speculative research 
building that I used for development in the school curriculum's working drawing class. Upon 
completion, the result was presented to Tom Krahn and Jack Hazelwood. (See interviews dated 
Octobver 1985) the response indicated a satisfactory result. Ample open space that is left with few 
fixed stations or work areas (as opposed to being movable), so as to be flexible with changing 
research programs. 

—The square footages at the outset were arbitrary estimations, but the following hypothe
sis were deemed satisfactory given the size of the area to be served. 

—Social functions were designed around existing precedents and needs. The school 
building is roughly 1500 feet of total usable space. That could easily be doubled and tripled in size 
in order to hold larger groups of people (presently 50-80 maximum; very overcrowded) that could 
more safely use the facility.) 

—Other functions are understood as added amenities and not necessarily central to facility. 
—The visual appearance of the facility is the key for a successful program articulation. 

Local residents should be able to 'read'the building; entry, circulation, researach, social areas, and 
outdoor amenities should be easily perceptible and not hidden. Thus, the building envelope that 
holds the various functions should allow those functions to assert themselves to exterior edges as 
much as possible. 

—The facility must communicate community center as much as possible and yet the 
humble conservative nature of the users will turn the overall image away from the monumental, 
lavish, and opulent. 

—Aside from local materials and methods of construction the facility should encourage a 
lived-in usage. An informality must prevail so as to avoid an overly pretentious sophisticated 
building. 



—The building layout should offer protection of outdoor public spaces. The building needs 
to be sheltered to a degree, and yet must allow views to the surrounding prairie. 

—Operating hours of the facility need to provide security for the research labs (8 a.m. -5 
p.m.) and yet offer flexibility (9 a.m.-3 a.m.) for the social-recreational programs. This may be 
difficult considering that it is intended that there be one main entry lobby for the entire facility. 

—To provide local residents and visitors with a sense of openness and availability, a 
circulation path that weaves through the entire facility could successfully give the users viewing 
access to the working facility. For visitors this may be an exciting element that more fully explains 
the pu^ose of the facility. 

—Vehicle access should be easily understood from the driver's seat. Clear routes and ample 
room for parking will be necessary, especially on large functions. 

—Interior spaces should allow clear directional cues. The less signage needed would 

indicate greater success of access and orientation provided by the designer. 
—Operating budgets are taxed from local residents and members of the research coopera

tive. Use of social-recreational programs provides additional funds. 
—The resident staff person will oversee the physical operation of the facility as well as 

coordinate research programs. A full time secretary will aid in this. 
—Temporary guests include summer students and visiting researchers. 

From Working Drawing Set 



Client: The rural farming community of Orkney, Alberta and its various organizations. 

Location: The site is an existing community center site that is roughly geographically 
central to the community. The Orkney community itself is 20 miles northwest of 
Drumheller and 100 miles northeast of Calgary, Alberta. 

Use Requirements: It is intended that the new facility expand the social, economical, 
and recreational needs of the community. Central to this is the notion of a public place 
whose use will become an integral part of the daily lives of the community people. The 
economical impetus is generated from the agricultural research station. Invested monies 
both saved and earned through research justify the operation, as well as the physical need 
to serve an area deficient in research data available. It is hoped that large and small scale 
assemblies of people will utilize this public facility for the shared and exchanged concerns 
of all areas related to agricultural rural life. 

Program Areas: 

School Preservation; converted use to Arts and Crafts facility F 
2000 ft2 

Agricultural Research Station: A 
entry lobby 
waiting/ reception 
conference 
offices and computer 
wet lab 
greenhouses 
shop 
grain storage 
equipment storage 
mechanical 
washrooms 
+ 10% circulation 

200 
500 
400 

1000 
1400 
700 

1600 
150 
500 
700 
100 
700 

7700 

Project Synopsis cont. 

Social Hall — Community Recreation: 
meeting/entertainment hall 
toilets 
kitchen 
lounge/entry 
storage 
mechanical 
visitor center and indoor display 
indoor recreation 
community archives and office 
+ 10% circulation 

1500 
200 
400 

1000 
400 
500 

1500 
500 
500 
650 

7150 



Residence: C 
guest units 800 
living space for family of four 2000 
garage and yard storage 600 

4200 

Outdoor Recreation: D 
storage 
toilets 
insulated shelter 

700 

Outdoor Display and Social: E 
concessions 
toilets 
bleachers 
display 

2000 

Parking: 
100 cars 40000 

Heavy Equipment 
10000 

Existing Site Area 
510000 

Building Footprint Area 
19700 
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Activity - zhcunCc^/ &>am 

Usetime -///4 

Area Required - 704*/ 

Number of People /- 3 

fit Z-

Adjacency / Circulation 

Lighting incande^ren/ 3pa/-

ffoonc acerj/- <sl ( 

Acoustics - (Aj>a.l( j&wzJa ̂  Cts ///y peine 15 

Plumbing - Ccsi/raJ (ro/fe - &o//es~ / /&L3CrL '£ 

Mech/Elect _ Unife 

Security - ^cJcina D<xr~ ifardiMaj-* 
o 

Equipment A-add&z cLnd nocz/n -remncz foe[5 

Critical Dimensions cJ5x 3 Ox. /ff 

Quality: walls — ffioah Ch-p'ft 
floors - Sir fie* Trza/'ec/ 
ceilings -£:/o^^r.c( 

Comments 
~ tfVA C fckef. Cfiifc pdJ/Z/ofitrf 

' / 

lijtih eaac &r accr̂ s 



Agricultural Research Station 

are en ho 63? 5 

Pr,/a^7 

Adjacency / Circulation 

Activity - -5h$u]rr€> , Ujous/i 80^/^ * yen?/5 

ln Ca; 77& / UJnrk c^reoL. /o Ctxrion 

Usetime - ^ aw ^ p/v 

Area Required W/< 

Number of People ^ -*5" 

Lighting /'ncasidzAct/)/, f/oort^cwf 

Acoustics C&thftq pan?/5 
a / 

Plumbing / Jhaver £&//, or Utah , /fa'/*/-

Mech/Elect ^ basins 

£~/zcf- 60 /̂̂ /5 

^6\aj 'jck/rTe atn d'-p-Toae/-
Secunty // 

/7<5/-> /dck.i/10 doer" 
• J  

Equipment -rnxzit 0 r&ccp/ac/c 
cun c/r^c/5 //vrrrnj 
/<fC/<er<5J 

Critical Dimensions , . 
!0fi/0 x j 

Quality: walls ///\1 
floors +/If 
ceilings pOi/iCifj dtrbpptf^j) 

Comments 
Ga^u fa c/toun (zra' Majnhiri 

£forja. C£5. 



Social Hall — Community Recreation 

Dcacd #a/' 

ertJrc/ 

Adjacency / Circulation 

Activity ^3a'aJ Mx// fir- fasyt 3ca/c 
Ccrri/?icjn/y â̂ //fJrnjs 

Usetime <fA/r\ *<* fvhth rttt) 

Area Required - /SOOjff 7 

Number of People <*?<D - a? 60 

Lighting naJuraJ., jycuresCe/vS, 

1 ncandezcet?/ arjoof. 

Acoustics î oond CL&5ar&sna /naZes'/a/i 0/1 

Plumbing 

Mech/ Elect - /q - dtrf/'e/^ 

i/o/cmc. air C/rCo/aJ/fr, 

Secunty - /ocA/™ and Pasj/c /lardwart 
n£zdcc(, 

Equipment - FAhLt'/7j Cfaj/5^ Osx/ ^<6^5. 

<3/Va>// <d/ajc âr- pe/̂ rma-nĉ  

Critical Dimensions x /<• 

Quality: walls - ajt&on.b>//xr 
floors - /-xzrct wactf / 

ceilings - ey «(5y ulM AVzx/£>////u ^ 

Consents ""'V W* «* ̂  
- da/nc /ctjc lV//7jM /> 

fo ctd / a. csn/ ĉ/aba/̂  

(̂06 S/jroJ, doars 

Subdoed //; Ks-zcr, re/ax cd (tdrs 
and rnad< -̂/afe 



Social Hall — Community Recreation 

5da'aJt 

*\J \A](X3/)r&ono5 

Adjacency / Circulation 

Activity ^ r.^ • ^;/ 
/ / " 

Usetime f _ 3^ 'u/im requtrrcf) 
/ 

Area Required dOOf/ z 
y 

Number of People _ tb 

Lighting tnCaj dedCxn/j f/ocrr t̂siT . 

Acoustics - pas)fj5 /// ci/Dpptcf Ce/7//?a 

Plumbing WCn £ UrincUs y 3&f/t/-<5 <UJC&?6a3//?5 
Mech/Elect f  ̂U&3/1 

d £/zc/t dv/Zzfe 
c . JzsiesnX cur /-/?o iM^riesrf. 
Secunty ^ ^ 

Equipment ^/e/ nrcec/aot 

UUH/y Kt/wrrvn; /uuxjl drxr. 
Critical Dimensions 

Quality: walls iuaj/ zjapcr-
floors fj'fo ' ' 
ceilings cti

A£(gf//c<$J ^pcxncfc '3 

Comments - hryjhf 0>/orfi/. 

^ O'fasi Jc/yaccj 



Social Hall — Community Recreation 

Zfrfra 
XDocjoJ /?k// 

ex re/-/'or 
cud /o adinj 

Adjacency / Circulation 

Activity - Pcoaf ffyi,vcra//&ri 

Usetime - 7A^ - 3"^ ("Jhc* rtyt/irtd) 

Area Required - 4-0 Ch?/ Z 

Number of People ~ /£> 

Lighting - f/ourea<?e/)-t asxL tftcetoatczccsj ~6 

Acoustics - ctrcp'petf C&frnj t^cuocj'^ 

Plumbing a vh//'/(/ J/mtl , Di^cOteher hook-cJp 

Mech/ Elect 5 

\jJaJi in 
Security - bocJc n<7 Z-bor ftczr- did are. 

Equipment - fcAc/i CJJUb/nef5 /of food 
prtpcm/y&r? <&kvt r 

/ ' / 

Critical Dimensions o7^ * ^0 x /£ 

Quality: walls 77/c. 
floors 7//? 
ce ilings ZJ/cpp ?_c/ 7-Jx/i ej'5 

Comments - 5&<k£/q03 osid. (6/1 (Jt/j/es/S /ajfoc// 

- &{//• if? LaJ?//]£/5 asie/  ̂
^oJk. in fhtzjer 



Social Hall — Community Recreation 

^X}Cia-i tfouV 
V, , 

lOOnqc 
fCcic/lcrt A.  ̂

Activity - Loon a ? sjr~ea_ -/or- &o/\f/ 
tf(X ̂ 7 On . 

Usetime - • Jnecessary 

Area Required JOOO//' 2 

Number of People /0"30 

Lighting - A/aJL>r~al, /fjCarid-CSCey?/' . /^/oc/rac.z/i / 

Adjacency / Circulation 

Acoustics - &t lf//a ^asic/5 

Plumbing - AS/a, 

Mech/Elect - /6 jS/ectf Oof/c^s 

Security - An d&en Cir<fa~ °ff srx&n 
/ ' ( / .  

Equipment - <'6uj , oxurs, 

Critical Dimensions 3d *35 A /a 

Quality: walls ~ 
floors -
ceilings - /ou) CC//f/ic? 

/' J 

Comments - $ p}/'~ Cx/fr/cr 
y 

- (jo/rzpy/- ra£/{ L>€a//rtc? 
-j-f • 

ncrc/nzj jpr/nfc pa/'/ifap 
df* /o Ca/t ^ j 

'fleets f/irdu^t) door^ ^0 
ex far/or aeck 0r~ &QL./ co//t 



Social Hall — Community Recreation 

Ooc/'at nau 

Onfru 
/dun 

J' 

A 

Activity - \J 15/-for rrz?ad:/on cLnd 
di&^/cw '-is-fa. . 

Usetime #sn ^ fh 

Area Required - ^ 

Number of People 5 ~ /56 

Adjacency / Circulation 

Lighting -^adcruj. f/oureo£zs/i/'y /m.ct 

Acoustics /]£>-/- /mper J<zs?f 
/ 

Plumbing A/ /A 

Mech/Elect /6 duf/t/5 

- our moVesne*/  ̂

Security - Arta_. Ope/1 ofit 0/ /naif] 
d<yyr5 

Equipment . fYlbVab/z djc3f>/cuj 
on 1/5 Chairs , Ac/ic/j <3r.a///? 

Critical Dimensions £>5s: 33 * /$ 

Quality: walls ~ cktT&frt 'LCclU 3bfir//](j 
floors - /lard UJaod or tin#. 
ceilings - Cx pOO^d 

Comments - (XdjO^ab/c /jOj/jf. 

- Va.nafr/c di&p/cu/ Ojhri/ia 

- iroaia itvtl aoorj 
(ZCCC55 fo oo/doar^, 



Social Hall — Community Recreation 

Z)06{(xJ ^t// 

a-0 Onqc y 

Activity - -for- /-/&/{, /our>crc , <xsici 
j • J, 
a../£)&lajj CL/~Z, 

Usetime /)// Tloor^ ujhc/i re 

'̂S.aaj Area Required 400ff? 
J 

Number of People d -• y 

Lighting /to or£3 cê  £ 

yo/r̂ oi 

Adjacency/ Circulation 

Acoustics AI/A 

Plumbing U/ A 

Mech/Elect &/ttcf~ d)o//c/^> 

Security Ucck/nj Oecr- /-faj-'d lOclt̂ _ 

Equipment $djt)3ila_£)/f_ xhcfo Ond 3/]du/t/q 

f 
Critical Dimensions / 

Quality: walls -xbckj/i On-f)i icsA cc/ 
floors /fa 
ceilings 

Comments - f/-ex t '£>/// A/ &> c/u/ziq 
U/)jf5 t/7Tfat- / 



Social Hall — Community Recreation 

SOCU'clC iCxtf 

etr/nf 
J 

iC'i -tcJicn 

Indoor & Credos / 

Adjacency / Circulation 

Activity - !r>d<x>r ^Crca r̂dn y Si/hai, 
•Pinq / Card Vaub/ei. 

Usetime f*"? „ 31m r^o/rc^) 
/ y 

Area Required <500 Pf  ̂
/ 

Number of People /0 - JO 

Lighting - fhccunde-sctnf, ^oore^ctr/^ 

-far- . yesicr-ccf Ta t̂ Asa/ifo. 
< v / 

Acoustics - &i/f/7a rCLftC/i), <2u~pzf. 

Plumbing - / 3ar~ 5t'nL 

Mech/ Elect - Gznes~ai( r/tr Abuesn&?f 
' -5 £~/zc/ dcJf/z/5 

Security - ^ocJc/ncj /Pas~&du>ar~& a/i 
erf <?or̂  

Equipment - Cab/ftc/$ . 5^0/$ / 
P/siq fhnct j 3/'///at'ct 

Critical DimeSot^ 

.x X £r> 

Quality: walls - ^Cdpf ' $/asj 
floors - /r?af<xr ^o/a^ar- u. 
ceilings .... Ortz?vr<J ^asich 

n C <Z/~ 

/ / 

Comments - ^txsfu fa Girt /Jf/r70d>pJ)€/'C uoWi 

ClurKvi/ifj Or /TJCLrer/aJj rfd 



Social Hall — Community Recreation 

£/?/W 

SxuaJ Ital/ 

d-l £>P>/a\J 

' J 

srj wa^hrodfti 

Adjacency / Circulation 

Activity " clt>d &te^ f cx j  o f  

Cornryiu/iiZ-tl phonos a nd arr/focfy; 

Usetime TrC ^ Odonker d,/aff. usetime ^ // 

500 Pf-Z 

J 
Area Required 

Number of People 

Lighting !nca.tidcscesrf and na-tvm/ 

Acoustics not- //mxyYcts?/-

Plumbing A//A 

Mech/Elect ; ^ f n  o - p J .  a J r  / > ) d ( , : e s r  

£> /̂ecA 0(j//e/3. 

Security j ^Oc/crnj n<2/id uJ<z/~£ docs 3 

Equipment -Sz^otvajc (oLbincfe / daj Ud/ub/t 

d &p/aj/ 0/2//-5, c5e ere 

Critical Dimensions ar]'a' ^Or. /;<? 

JO A 35* £ 

Quality: walls C'or/j racktioarrf rcr d/sp/cu/ 
floors Gxj-p̂ / / 7 / 

Comments 

ceilings 

hz/j/i/- cund 

ŷ /u -̂eo/n JO a//'A, 

d r̂c te pro is 1 eft 
/ 

'd far- ad/Cb/aJp/r 
7nri .// 

'Or 

4 feu be//fa 
•J / / 

Pr£oz/i/a//&'/ 

5eCO/ f'/j ' 



Residence 

Activity • //ou^in >/n<? -far* 

re 3/Verier 

rC<5C£Lrc/i 

Adjacency / Circulation 

^ UC/̂ fZZ 
<5 CJ^ckJ- C- cffir-fe <3fp 

d/^r^-cC CcJnfr-a^/ on/'&. 
Usetime aji 

Area Required ' &£>£)/>/ 

Number of People 4 rnx^rnum 

Lighting - floor ea cent />7cajnd£3Ce/?/r r/aforaj 

Acoustics - o -ejC££e>as-u tf Zt5 ^ ̂ fit/icd. Zc 
rf^/oi€>7t:x /' / 

Plumbing -<5/si/c titc/icsj, ^fteurer, rot/tf dwZ /r 

Mech/Elect -a^itra^ our /rm/tvy?es?Z 
So ^Ztc/rZcaJ dH/ZZe/5 /'Jeojert 

Security - Zcô srj /sandwort. en ex/zr/ar 

dears CLMTC £wZZ?/~aa/r?. 

Equipment ~ -Z&r/7/<3/rr<jt'5 sn ~z>2JO££5 . ZZf/c//£/i I/O f^Zj 

zZovt., r^fHq&rafjr; jyhrvutc u/iZZ^ 
^rirad/yi ft/r/i/furt. ^ 

Critical Dimensions <£>$'x Jj&'sg)' 

Quality: walls - p^nZtd rytf/a > Wdai ^pa/?C///s?j 
floors - Caj~p^// ZZr>a . 
ceilings - rouic/3 or ^Z/pp/c 

mments _ carrZbr/a^Zc eixn ZZ10 <5r?Z# &5£cZ 
Ofn /^/K/par-awIf £>a,3/3 & 

- fitt&ed uydsU/'ctcJa/j aj/'ZZ ZD? 
d.ur/'nq (AJ//jrg/-* on Ui&t.Zc'tjocZ^ , 
d?(jrt rTq 3 c)/?7/yY/~- ( ^ ~ Ji ///fir •//-/< I 

iO f 

i downier ("v5" r/arZZ'j^ 

yD eao/t- //) ud/t>?c/ d/recZ/y 

'#r Msatsz/) 



Residence 

Activity -/~iOin<y ecuf/sty, 3/ee.p/'nc? yUas /vr5 

?cr- UXun,/(/Jtf " ' 7 

7 J 

/V U 
>dur 

Usetime £!/{ hcorj 

<\rtt,de*c 

rf.€)tar~C/) 

Area Required cJdOdrfZ 2 

Number of People 4 - ̂  

Lighting n/Xj/(JKZl/, Zt'lC&fTd-ttC'C/M/ 

Adjacency / Circulation 

Acoustics rtc.cf,'rjajy Dc/wt&n dc/jdtnmj 

Plumbing u]/3/nk , ot/js^uJaa/ier-, 3&x.VirQa»Tst fur/#, 
Mech/Elecf̂ * on/? fac/oft. Jfioujir-, 

- J'&hZSVLg CL.tr t rio (J try/es) /. 
~ . 4 OOt/tj'3 vxer~ r~ac/r? 

Security - loc&//i<3 /icu~d u/as-f dr? exArr/cr-
cuicL &<xJhro. 

Equipment - P't/m/^eal balnea*? and /(Ufsxj C//1/V3 
A^f/acc on srxzi'f) fitor. 

Critical Dimensions ^ifc/i&o <30*30 
A./ Um q / ZU/,n//-?<? cP&Xjfa 
3 Sfhts-Mrvi £ 

Quality: walls p>fd. <foz?, o)aj/pasicjs, LodZ/fo^per-
floors Sinô Gxrpef. 
ceilings p<x/7£./_$ or- jfrv̂ pjp/e. 

Comments - tfttrde/xx. /7a3 <ar/r> /banc. fa-/ 

- '̂ brzjb (JJrcL.prz> a/fivnd €/}/rV 

7/(2C c C£/)far'JP/€Ct. dp€S) 
Uufnj cirejL- J ' 



Residence 

Activity <wd <j6ya<te <?/ 

/00/5 

Usetime /?// fears 

Area Required 630// 2 

Number of People /V 

Lighting floorc^c^/. 

Adjacency / Circulation 

Acoustics nc/~ necessary 

Plumbing 

Mech / Elect 

Security /cc£,/y ,jany( door 

Equipment Jxx// - 7̂ 

Critical Dimensions c?ax x /3 

Quality: walls fiavejA, ^rs/) 
floors &)&>#, £o//crr/c 
ceilings ex̂ oŝ cf 

/ 

Comments - (j/'/f/a/ /(Z?l dfrvofcrt 

- Snstf/a/cd tof/// >̂ace 

/teoJcr' cifS/rfc/ 
/ Uthcc/f cS/bn&c/ 



Outdoor Recreation 

/ /^p//a_/yi and 

dhelJtr w 
&.creaj/-/6n ^ 

'r*ourrf 

Adjacency/ Circulation 

Activity Oo/dcor <dheJKr- Jxy~ ruurx/ 
3/-oraa£ ana •/Gr/zfe 

TT . <nclcVM 
Usetime ^ . 

- /afr C/05/txj 

Area Required 7£>C// 7 

Number of People ^ 

Lighting /'ncas>d&3ce/?f ./ /ft/tin*/ • ' 

Acoustics /rr fit deed<&r if 

Plumbing ha//ro/cf jOsjtr, 'in5 f/ojh kt/efa 

Mech/Elect ^ rev Mnfe . 

3 e/xicf. oo^/efs 
Security l/Yt̂ or/aJif - CU6//k/̂  S/joo/c/ 

' / o c k / f J a  
Equipment 

/̂// -//•; 
Critical Dimensions -70 _ 

do* 30^/6 

Quality: walls -pthij/iecf wccc/ 
" £>h)o,:»'/ rn>>rn>6 r;., 

Comments 

waus kcu&j ' tn/^iea WCC0 
floors £,frjoarf/ Ca/Crex //a of, 
cellm«s exvoaecf 

- 5u)n 
it 

37t]cfire 5tmi/ioy-
roadd/de. Cajrjp faVcJx/z. 

/ 



Outdoor Display and Social 

uXX5f.badI Z> (Xrrton/ 

</j Cvpc f. i£5 /<yi5 

d' /S^o/cUf 

OoC/aJ^ CLrfcc^ 

Activity Outdoor 3hej!̂ rs Lftcu- raanc/ 
CtiC. Sd'oracj? and to/Zeds itx/ucdtcf 

Usetime 7 /^/>7 
- J a. ft fXjVjn/hq 

Area Required ^ • 

Number of People f 0 -3d /00£) 

Lighting fnccihd-ezce/i^ mAm 

Adjacency / Circulation 

Acoustics N/A 

Plumbing V/A 

Mech/Elect ZJtci- Oof/edz provided ad 
fee of/75 CLn<d cDadc Scdi d' ajn end 

Security N/A 

Equipment - For fad)/? ib/ ledz, d?/-^adbe.r^ 
<xtt&rd>/ed co/i Ce^^/0^5 

Critical Dimensions g/fac//ers /ix/s 

L O/lcetjS/Pjn -5 ^ 0& /£> 
r Quality: walls UJCod Cor&tr (.ict/on y rnefal O/di/io 

floors d̂vha.//-y Cohered, car/fr 
ceilings N/a 

Comments - par fa-bit Mrf UfclohJ dr/'rcJCdvr^ 

/jveredf [AJ/dl CcU) Ud5. 



Schemes 

< i 

UiMiUul 



'/Tl ¥ 

JG'MjMA. 

,< f i 



* /" 0 



Design Process 

7h<- /,v'na/ pisar/cr 7%&3/5 ibeaasi tij//h <xj/ /n1/ Prtt&n -
Cdi/td_ nof/a/ft £>/- io/<zd cun '3r>tr>ey rf/vi/ /t̂ /crc '<j/?oo/d 
tre. • ~fic /s t*- ernes 'u3r*r-a/zrf, c/emcos/nt/c 
o_. process //a/ f>v//es/ yfhĉ rvj/zw Tsaejfter uo /7/n?. 
pa&s^ £y. Dor//y ncc/i js-,//?(_ yv4/~/izr-; / /oo/ec/ 

aZ /tic fcu~/r> &)30/rii/7dn j/ar- /£>/an dm/ 

rdr/7). 77?e, /oazf/M on /tic >3//t /iatA/etfer o0&5 /aAs~ 

d,cf'er/r)/ln(a! $> £e-  ̂ t*Jrvr>Q C/m/cc, /fpe. //)//?a./ 

cfio/cz. facuzsed jpry-ea1 ad/aces?/ fz> rfx 

<̂ -xiafy 'rya &l// d'CUr?t)/x/. ~^h/s Ulcus <5ai&/ a/n cl 

p^r-^oria/ a/as i¥i<z/ /&rrou)td 7b<j 

5oon mi/ d/r(_cf76r)3 £r a- m zntZesi/o/ 

Jo/af/ho. 7fiC &>/ri/&/GK/V/£5 Orz/ <?d////̂ /'cf7J/& 

tn/itro?/- /n ft'7£ fer/ri &0{//r#/7/?7&o/ frfy/'•&/ 

/>o/- tf)£ ac/i&oxz ntV£a/ cc /aae af 

Cofieo/Uweao /lececaa^t/ /// M/'a S/^a//6/?. 

T/jc. 6v//d//7j as an arcA//tc/v/zil a/y&f-

<̂ <Z3 exftforvT /n Ĵ e/ofo an/ /wade/ 7hi 

-*r~ * of -fit aZt 

and / ̂ ê m/ibn pau/c/y23 <au~(L 
p orec/. ct/vab /TJcc/tz/ &fldW££{ /ric /o l/Zrt/ 

/W / (̂rĉ  3u£C££5̂ o//y P/U/ of///; /C/ccls 

/ft// rtia/ rf/t ^jD/aifJ<3//acjcrfk 0j? ^hccl an/ 

^ind/r.7/// raioer- CVe^e /mz>o/~/cLnf esooOyA 

r<dwh, />u/ -/fie /?ew /nunr/aJi buz/d/nj 

-tcc/ina (oj / ti prejerj/ on /fe r̂a/r/as Cbo/c/ 

in-A&t no/1 6kc//O?T&o/ and /tx/irt 6n ///c 

Dot Idihj. 







/ajst 3c/?tsr?z ofyouja iht- poa/Y/br? <~f mj 
pcur-h'. flcljo-ctjit to -flit, 3C/)&>/, Yfe frj/Vdsw idw/d 

OLrrajnt ' /tit//  ̂ *- /('mat ̂ pcafi fraf a/friuJs 
£/rcW/a_£/on nj/winq a/& UJtef. /7W? tfl/5 
pw £, /nznu hivra a/ frasfmfra?? and e*rcv fc/r/cnd 
uJdO/b( fe/fido. 

I 

S* 

intu t̂ru^r<un 3//° 



CK 

T'hc, p/aji5 that djtVt-loptd Ultrt, ao/ntLOfiaJ: 
<jt£ Contrcu/i&X t/lc c?cftdz <sf rfit ̂ / '/?aJ r&o/r, 

Ĉ ro/xj ax/̂  £o/7ct'/)j-5 6&&n Peaces 
M in it/)C r̂aamtn/aji&i Ca/wt fibt oppo /̂iift/A/ 

J'V?- ind/Ui'docU &//ct'/xp d/ffcrend- chasac .̂ 
~5£t/cfrea '///uafsiz/t. <*- fi7ac/)/f)t - //̂ •t c/ei/a./ton 
m zfit dco'cL/ /)aJ/ tSd. 

Hot, 
Wejy /cte&i of Yh/3 fi/nt biffaio fc> cJootf 
ntc&zas-y Vfa/dn / ̂ s/arfa UJ/di. fchfc 

*rt on amtier fn>}cc£ 6cM /ctep /fa 
perfineo f 'dtat", pJz aa/ct. ' 

r̂ io/i <5^penxf?a! Cav/Vacd <2-

prajr<xsn T^hat wab feAtre/rf/a a. -J/njA z r̂//y 
due. tb th Jo vol nafarc. md -fa/ fa 

syozrt ftofayc of ifie, ^rojram mo/d oaf aJ/ouj 

CL Ser/es cjh ^CjPCru/fa? 6o//o(//y3. 



Yht <Ao//d'W K Marot6  ̂ /nacjo/nt 



4/hr cxp/drcufrdfte, / Ulook of 
fa/jDh s&nzt/ht /^ar-ZfCd/ar fi/'o Fntdfo// &ur?po3 

tov'tcb'nys it) 3/ock/?o//w- £>cr/JoC</y o<$ec/ 
tirztincLru' M<x/zr/aJ3 t'n (ftndt/a/Jvz ujajfd. Jbe 

d&lcL' finj /3 wcfr co/Mi, uar/&y &/1 ôr/hue t 

frttL/mesiz? /ncred%'&/t,; <*J( in &r> drdtrtc{ 

m<U)r?er <t/fauJ2 yfie, &/&//? 6 d/ ,Drdftc/-
zfo £& . 

fcr^k/pca' 
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Project Synopsis - Conclusion 
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